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Abstract 
Finitely generated subsemigroups S of the full matrix monoid M,(K) over a field K of 
positive characteristic are considered. It is shown that S has polynomial growth if and only if 
every nonempty intersection Sn G with a maximal subgroup G of M,(K) has a finitely 
generated nilpotent-by-finite group of fractions. Moreover, the degree of growth of such an S is 
bounded by a function f(n, r) of n and of the maximal rank r of a free commutative subsemi- 
group of S. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16P90, 20M20 
Tits alternative together with a result of Rosenblatt [13] show that a finitely 
generated linear group is either nilpotent-by-finite or it contains a free noncom- 
mutative subsemigroup. In view of the formula for the growth of nilpotent groups, due 
to Bass, cf. [S], this shows that the growth is very regular in the class of linear groups. 
One might then expect a regular behaviour of the growth function for an arbitrary 
linear semigroup. The recent result of Grigorchuk [2], extending Gromov’s funda- 
mental paper [3], shows that a cancellative finitely generated semigroup S has 
polynomial growth if and only if it has a nilpotent-by-finite group of fractions G. 
Moreover, the degrees of growth of S and G are then equal. This, together with 
author’s philosophy of studying semigroups and their algebras via the cancellative 
subsemigroups [7,8], makes the attempt towards a solution of the growth problem 
for linear semigroups even more promising. The Burnside theorem for linear semi- 
groups [6] can be restated to say that GK(S) = 0 if and only if GK(T) = 0 for every 
cancellative subsemigroup T of S, where GK stands for the Gelfand-Kirillov dimen- 
sion. It turns out that, in general, the polynomiality of the growth of a semigroup 
S s M,(K) cannot be tested locally - by looking at the cancellative subsemigroups of 
S that are intersections Sn D with maximal subgroups D of M,(K), cf. [lo] for 
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example. In the present paper, we show however that this is so for fields K of positive 
characteristic. Namely, S has polynomial growth if and only if each S n D has a finitely 
generated nilpotent-by-finite group of fractions. 
We refer to [l, 51 for the basic material on semigroups and the growth of semi- 
groups and algebras. We will consider subsemigroups of the full matrix (multiplicative) 
semigroup M,(K) over a field K of positive characteristic. Clearly, K can be assumed 
algebraically closed. Recall that Mj = {u E M,(K) I rank(a) < j}, j = 0, 1, . . , n, are the 
only ideals of M,(K) and each Rees factor Mj+l/Mj is a completely O-simple 
semigroup over the group GLj+ 1(K). A subsemigroup U of a completely O-simple 
semigroup J! = d(G, X, Y; P) is called uniform if it intersects all nonzero #-classes 
of a completely O-simple subsemigroup &” = &(G, X’, Y ‘; P’), where X’ E X, 
Y’ E Y, and P’ is the Y’ x X’ submatrix of the sandwich matrix P. In this case, all 
intersections U n H, where H is a maximal subgroup of JH’, generate isomorphic 
groups U,. Moreover, there exists the least completely O-simple subsemigroup 6 of 
J&” containing U and the maximal subgroups of 6 are isomorphic to any of U,. 6 is 
called the completely O-simple closure of U in A. We refer to [S] for the role of the 
uniform semigroups in the structure theorem for arbitrary linear semigroups, ex- 
ploited in the present paper. 
We start with a series of auxiliary lemmas. The first is a consequence of classical 
results on linear groups. 
Lemma 1. Let G c GL,(K) be a subgroup, char(K) > 0. Assume that G is nilpotent-by- 
finite and G E M,,(A) for a finitely generated domain A E K. Then G has a finitely 
generated closed normal subgroup H such that G/H is a periodic group. 
Proof. There exists a normal subgroup N of finite index in G that is nilpotent and 
closed in G (take the intersection of the conjugates of a maximal nilpotent subgroup of 
G). Let Go be the connected component of 1 in G. Then Go E N, cf. [15, Lemma 5.31, 
so it is a connected nilpotent group. Moreover, Go c G, = Gd x G,, the decomposi- 
tion of the closure G, of Go into the diagonalizable and unipotent components, cf. [15, 
Theorem 14.221. Let X = Gd n G,, and H = n := 1 giXg; i, where G = u FE 1 giGo. 
Since X c Z(G,), H = X is a normal subgroup of G. H is diagonalizable and 
H E M,,(A), so H must be finitely generated, cf. [15, Lemma 4.101. Since G,, is closed 
in G, H is also closed in G. Finally, Go/X is periodic, so that G/H is periodic. 0 
Our next observation seems to be of independent interest. 
Lemma 2. Let S E M,(K) be ajnitely generated semigroup and let T = Sn D # 8 for 
a maximal subgroup D of M,(K). Assume that the subgroup G of D generated by T has 
a closed normal subgroup H. Then there exists a homomorphism cp : S + M,(K), r 2 1, 
such that 
(1) q(T) c D’ncp(S) for a maximal subgroup D’ of M,(K), 
(2) the subgroup G’ of D’ generated by q(T) is isomorphic to G/H, 
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(3) q(S) has a uniform ideal J such that G’ is a maximal subgroup of the completely 
O-simple closure J^ of J. 
Proof. From [9, Lemma 91 and [lo, Proposition 21, it follows that, passing to 
a homomorphic image of S, we can assume that S c R c M,,(K) for a semigroup 
R with a completely O-simple ideal fi such that U = on S is a uniform ideal of S, 
6 n D = G and U n D = T. We will find a homomorphism II/ : R -+ M,(K), r 2 1, such 
that e(G) g G/H. Then $(6) is a completely O-simple ideal of+(R) and, if e = e2 E G, 
then $(e)$(R)$(e) = $(efie) = rl/(G’) . 1s a maximal subgroup of+(R) (with 0 if it is in 
R). Let D’ be the maximal subgroup of M,(K) containing $(e). Then D’n$(S) = 
+(e)$(R)+(e)n$(S) = $(G’)n$(S) 2 NT’). H ence, all assertions will follow easily 
with cp = $js and J = $(U). 
To construct + we proceed along the lines of the proof of [15, Theorem 6.41. We can 
assume that e = ( A t), rank(e) = k, 1 I k I n. Let K [ Y ],K[X] be the polynomial 
rings in indeterminates Xii, i,j = 1, . . . ,n; Xij, i, j = 1, . . . , k, respectively. Let I be the 
annihilator ideal of H in K [Xl, m the maximal (total) degree of any polynomial from 
a fixed finite generating set for I, A, the subspace of polynomials of degree <m in 
K [ Y 1, I, = In A,,,. Then the map f-f’ defined by f’( Y ) =f(rY) is a homomor- 
phism of R into End, A,,,, inducing on A,,, a structure of a K [RI-submodule of K [ Y 1. 
Moreover, H is the normalizer of I, in G, cf. [ 151. Let P1, . . . , Pt be a basis of I, over 
K and w=P,A... A Pt E E(A,), the exterior algebra of A,. Let 0 : End,A, -+ 
End,E(A,) be the homomorphism induced by the exterior power. Now, 
T, = A,nK [X] is a K[G]-submodule of A,,, and End, T,,, is mapped by 0 into 
EndKE(T,J c End,E(A,). 
Let W = CroR o(r)(w)K c E(A,). It is a K[R]-module with a K[G]-submodule 
wG = &G o(g)(w)K. This determines a representation ~7 : R + EndK W such that 
~71~: G -+ EndK Wo. From the proof of Theorem 6.3 of [15], we know that 
C(G) g G/H. The result follows. 0 
Lemma3. Let& ,..., &,zl ,..., zk be nonzero elements of afield K such that Zi # zjfor 
i #j. Put a, = CT=, Lizi” for m 2 1. Let v be a valuation with value group Z of the 
domain R = L [Ai, zi ) i = 1, . . . , k], where L is the prime subfield of K ifchar > 0 and 
L = Z otherwise. Then there exists a$nite set B E Z and m. 2 1 such that for every 
m 2 m. there exists i, E { 1, . . . , k} with a, + i, # 0 and v(a, + i.) E mr + B, where 
r =min(v(zi)ji = l,...,k}. 
Proof. Induction on k. The case k = 1 is clear. Let k > 1. Suppose first that v is not 
constant on zl, . . . ,zkr say v(zl) > v(z2). Let b, = Cr=, &zr. By the induction hy- 
pothesis, there exist i, E (2, . . . , k) such that b,, i, # 0 and for m big enough 
u(b, + i, ) Ems+A, where s=min{v(zi)li=2,...,k} and A is a finite set. Since 
v(z1) > v(z2) 2 s and v(A,zlm) = v(&) + mv(z,), it follows that 
~(1, z: + im) > v(b, + i.) for big m. Hence a, + im # 0 and v(a, + i,) = v(b, + Im). But s = r, 
so the assertion follows. 
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Now, consider the case where v(zl) = ‘.. = v(zk). Since zi # Zj for i #j, Cramer’s 
rule and the Vandermonde determinant applied to the system of equations 
k 
a m+j=izIliZ/‘+‘, j=l,...,k 
imply that 
whereJ; E L[zl, . . . , zk- 1] are independent of m. Hence, for every m 2 1, 
( ) iil hai Zkm = i: fi%+i. i=l 
Moreover, Cl= 1 AU,,, + i # 0 and there exists i E { 1,. . . , k) such that a,+i # 0 (other- 
wise we would have & = 0). Now, 
V 
( 1 
$ fiUi + mv(zk) = 
i=l 
v(~~f;a.+i)~v(fi)+v(u~+j) 
for somefja,+j # 0. Hence V(a,+j) _ < mr + t for a constant t. On the other hand, if 
a,,, # 0, then 
~(a,) 2 0(&z:) = v(A,) + mr 
for some n. Hence V(a,+j) E mr + I3 for a finite set B, as claimed. 17 
Corollary. Assume that at least one of the zi above is not integral over L. Then there 
exist t 2 1 and a valuation v such that the sequence j, = m + i,,,, m = 1,2,. . . , found in 
Lemma 3 satis$es 0 > V(aj.,) > V(Ujcn+ll,), n = 1,2, . . . 
Proof. It is well known that for such an element zi there exists a valuation v with 
v(zi) < 0, SO that r < 0, cf. [16, Chapter VI]. Let N 2 0 be such that V(Uj,) E 
(rm-N,rm+N)forthesequencej,~[m+l,m+kJ,m=1,2,... Lett>-2N/r. 
Then rm - N > r(t + m) + N, SO that V(aj,) > v(aj,+,) and V(Uj,) < rt + N < 0. The 
assertion follows. 0 
Lemma 4. Let a1,a2,... be vectors of a linear space V over K. Let j,,,, m = 1,2,. . . , be 
natural numbers such that j, E [m + 1, m + k] for some$xed k 2 1. Assume that there 
exists t 2 1 such that the linear combinations with coefJicients in { - 1, 1} of the vectors 
Ujm,, m = 1,2, . . . . are nonzero. Then the function 
f(n) = I{% + ... +Ui,lIr>l,i,+ ... +i,+2r<n}l 
is not bounded by a polynomial in n. 
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Proof. Clearly 
f(n) 2 I{Ujml, + .'. + Ujm,,)r 2 1, j,,, + ..’ + j,,, + 2r I U}l. 
The independence of the aj,, implies that the latter is greater than or equal to 
g(n) = I{(mt ,..., m,)Jr 2 1, j,,, + ... + j,,t + 2r 5 n, ml < ... < m,}l. 
If Cl=,mi<n, then rln and ~~=Ijm,,+2rI~~=I(mit+k)+2rInt+rk+ 
2r < ny for some fixed y 2 1. Hence g(ny) 2 h(n), where 
h(n) = I{(%, ... ,m,)lr 2 1, m, + ... + m, I n, m, < ... < m,}l. 
It is easy to see that h(3n) 2 n/r(n), so that h is not polynomially bounded. Hence g, 
and alsof, are not polynomially bounded. 0 
Note that f(n) < & ~ n p(k), where p(k) denotes the number of partitions of k. It is 
known that p(n) - (1/4nJ?)eAJ;; for A = x,/‘@, cf. [4, Chapter 43. Hence,f(n) has 
subexponential growth. 
We are now ready for the proof of the main result. 
Theorem. Let S G M,,(K) be a jinitely generated semigroup, char(K) = p > 0. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) S has polynomial growth, 
(2) every nonempty intersection SnD with a maximal subgroup D of M,(K) has 
a finitely generated nilpotent-by-jinite group of fractions. 
Moreover, the degree of growth of such a semigroup S is bounded by a function f (n, r) 
of n and of the maximal rank r of a free commutative subsemigroup of S. 
Proof. A linear group G that is finitely generated and nilpotent-by-finite has a finitely 
generated unipotent radical U. Since char(K) > 0, U must be finite. Therefore, the 
implication (2) * (1) and the bound on the degree of growth of S follow from [ 111. 
Now, let (1) hold. We can assume that 0 E S. It is known that each Sn D generates 
a nilpotent-by-finite group (of fractions) G that is finitely generated modulo its 
unipotent radical [lo]. Lemmas 1 and 2 allow to assume that G is periodic, so that 
G = S n D, and G is a maximal subgroup of a completely O-simple ideal 2 of S. For an 
induction, we will use the following, formally weaker, property of S: 
(*) S has a completely O-simple subsemigroup Z with g = g* E Z such that 
gSg = Go, and a nilpotent ideal M such that ZS, SZ c M uZ, 
(ZSnM)Z = 0, Z(SZnM) = 0. 
Note that this condition is preserved by homomorphic images of S, provided that 
the involved homomorphism is one-to-one when restricted to gSg. We will proceed by 
induction on n to show that G is finite. If n = 1, then S = Go is finitely generated and 
periodic, so it is finite. Thus, assume that n > 1. 
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Let q be the maximal rank of matrices in S. Then I = (s E S 1 rank(s) < q) = 
SnM,_ i is an ideal of S. Moreover, S module I is a disjoint union of its uniform 
components U1, . . . , U, and a nilpotent ideal N such that UJ.Jj 5 N for i #j [S]. Let 
vi be a subsemigroup of M,(K) that is modulo M4_ 1 the completely O-simple closure 
of Vi. Denote by A the K-subalgebra of M,(K) spanned by S. From ( *) it follows 
easily that {x E A 1 gSxSg = O> = { x E A 1 ZxZ = O}. Denote this ideal of A by J and 
consider the natural homomorphism n : A -+ A/J. Since G E Z, it is clear that ll is 
one-to-one when restricted to G. S’ = ZI(S\ U,) is an ideal of n(S). Suppose first that 
n(S)\,S’ is finite. Then S’ is a finitely generated semigroup because it has a finite 
complement in a finitely generated semigroup, cf. [7, Lemma 2.11. We can choose 
ti E S\ U1 such that 
P=(t1 =g,t,,...,t,$+S’ 
is an onto homomorphism. Then U(G) E ZZ(S\U,) = S’ = ZZ(P), so that 
ZI(G) c ZZ(gPg). But gPg = gSgnP = G’nP, hence n(G) E ZZ(G’nP). Since n is 
one-to-one on G, it follows that G = G n P = gPg\ (0) is a maximal subgroup of P. 
The structure theorem of [S] implies that there exists a completely O-simple subsemi- 
group Zp of P and a nilpotent ideal Mp of P such that condition (*) is satisfied for 
P and g, G, Z,, Mp. Thus, we can replace S by P. This reduces the number of maximal 
subgroups of M,(K) intersected by S\Z (note that this number is finite because S is 
finitely generated). Repeating this procedure (if in each step the analogs of n(S)\S’ are 
finite) we eventually come to a finitely generated semigroup W s I u N (satisfying ( * )) 
such that g Wg = Go. Then N\( W n N) is finite. Hence W nZ is finitely generated, 
[7, Lemma 2.11. Thus, replacing W by W n I, we can assume that W c I. This 
reduces the number cs of ranks of nonzero matrices in S. If, continuing this procedure, 
we can come to the case where cs = 1, then S = U1 u .-. u U,,, u N and for some i we 
have Vi = Z. Then Z is a homomorphic image of S, so that Z and G are finitely 
generated, hence finite. Therefore, we only need to consider the case where Z7(S)\S’ 
is infinite. 
Now, S/(S\ U,) is a finitely generated uniform subsemigroup in the completely 
O-simple semigroup &’ = &(H, j, k; Q) that is the Rees factor of V, modulo the 
matrices of rank <q. As above, we see that H is a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite 
group. Since char(K) > 0, H is abelian-by-finite. It follows that the semigroup algebra 
KC&!] is a PI-algebra [7, Proposition 20.61. Therefore, if ZI(S)/S’ is periodic, then it is 
finite by Shirshov’s theorem, cf. [14, Theorem 4.281. This contradiction shows 
that there exists z E U1 such that n(z) is not periodic modulo S’. Then z lies 
in a maximal subgroup D, of M,(K) (otherwise zz E S\ U,), and U(zm), m = 1,2, . . . , 
are distinct elements of n(S). This means that Z(z’ - z’)Z # 0 for every i #j. Since 
char(K) > 0, there exists u 2 1 such that zU is a semisimple lement of D, and each 
root of unity that is an eigenvalue of zU is equal to 1. Replacing z by zy we can assume 
that z has these properties. Choose elements 0 # a E gZ, 0 # b E Zg such that 
az3b # az4b. 
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Applying an inner automorphism of M,(K) we can bring S to a block upper 
triangular form 
Sl * 
SC 
i :r 
. . . E M,(K), 
0 S, 
where each of the projections Sr, . . . , S, of S onto the diagonal blocks is either an 
irreducible subsemigroup of the corresponding M,,,(K) or it is a 1 x 1 zero semigroup. 
Let s 1, . . . , s, be the diagonal idempotents of ranks nl, . . . , n, that correspond to 
S i,...,S,.. Then ~:S-+M,(K), $:S+M,(K) defined by cp(s)=slssl and t++(s)= 
(1 - sl)s(l - sl) are semigroup homomorphisms. 
Suppose that si Zsi = 0. Let R be the maximal unitary subalgebra of M,(K) that 
has the block triangular pattern of S and contains all diagonal matrices. Conjugating 
in R we can assume that g = g2 E G is a diagonal idempotent, cf. [12, Corollary 6.101. 
Now, G c gSg s Ii/(S) embeds into M,_.,(K). The induction hypothesis implies that 
G is finite in this case. Hence, we can assume that slZsl # 0, so it is a completely 
O-simple subsemigroup of S1 = slSsl. If 0 # t E Z, then slZsl sl tsl slZsl = 
slZtZsl = slZsl . Hence 
(**) sltsl #O foreveryO#tEZ. 
Let gl = slgsl. Then g? = gl, gl 5 s 1, and slGosl = slgSgsl = glSg, = glSlgl is 
a maximal subgroup (with zero) of sl Zsl . From ( * ) we know that sl Msl is a nilpotent 
ideal of the irreducible semigroup sl(M uZ)sl. Hence sl Msl = 0. But s,ZSsl E 
sl(M uZ)sl = sl Zsl and similarly sl SZsl E sl Zsl. Therefore, slZsl is an ideal of 
sl Ss, = Sl, so it is also irreducible in sl M,(K)s,. Since G is unipotent-by-finite (as it 
is periodic, nilpotent-by-finite and finitely generated modulo its unipotent radical 
[lo]), it follows that sl Gs, is unipotent-by-finite. The above shows that it is irredu- 
cible in gl M,(K)g,. Hence sl Gs, is finite, cf. [lS, Corollary 1.81. 
Let ~1 = C YiCi for some yi E K, Ci E s~ZS~. Then, for every s E S1 we have 
s = xi yicis xi yiC< = Ci,j YiyjCisCj. But the nonzero elements of the set {CiSCj 1 s E 5’1 } 
lie in a single X-class of sl Zsl . Since the latter is finite (of the cardinality equal to that 
of sl Gsl), it follows that Sl is finite. A similar argument can be applied to show that 
S, is also finite. 
Since z E D, is a semisimple element and the idempotent f~ D, lies in R by the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem, conjugating in R we can assume that z is a diagonal 
matrix (g may no longer be diagonal). By the choice of a, b we know that azm b E G for 
some m 2 1. Hence, ( **) shows that 
(slasl)(slz”sl)(slbsl) = slazmbsl # 0. 
Therefore, 0 # sl zmsl = (sl zsl)“‘. But s1 zsl E S, is a periodic element, so the assump- 
tion on the eigenvalues of z implies that slzsl is a (diagonal) idempotent. Moreover, 
slazkbsl = (slasl)(slzksl)(slbsl) = (slasl)(slzsl)(slbsl) = slazbsl 
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for every k 2 1, so that azkb # 0. Hence azkb E G. Let c = zbaz. Then, czc # cz’c 
because az3b # az4b and 0 # c E Z. Choose t 2 1 such that (czc)’ = e = e2 for some 
0 # e E Z. For d = (czc)‘- ‘c we have dzc # dz2c. Moreover, sldzcsl = s1 es1 is an 
idempotent which is <slzsl because e E ZZZ. Similarly, (s,es,)’ = s,es, < s,zs,. Con- 
jugating in R we can assume that e, = s1 es 1, e, = s,es, are diagonal idempotents (still 
keeping z diagonal). 
Let hr , . . . , h, be the diagonal rank one idempotents uch that 1 hi = 1. Consider the 
nonzero entries a,,, of the matrices h,dz”ch, for some fixed u, w and m = 1,2, . . . Since 
z is diagonal, a, = Cl= 1 UiZi” for some Xi E K and the diagonal entries zl, . , z, of z. If 
for each zi # 1,0 we have C aj = 0, where the summation runs over the set { j 1 zj = Zi>, 
then 
h,dz”ch, = h,dzch, 
for m 2 1. Therefore, for some u, w this is not the case (otherwise dzc = dz 2 c, a contra- 
diction). Hence a, = C:=, A,y,” for some distinct yi E {zi, . . . ,z,,}, k 5 n, and 
0 # Ai E K such that at least one yi is not a root of unity. 
Consider the natural projections $: S + (1 - sl)M,(K)(l - sl) and $‘: S + 
(1 - s,)M,(K)(l - s,). By the induction hypothesis we know that $(G),$‘(G) are 
finite. Let G, be the maximal subgroup of Z containing e. Then $(G,), $‘(G,) are also 
finite because G(Z), $‘(Z) are completely O-simple semigroups with maximal sub- 
groups $(G), $(GJ and $‘(G), $‘(G,) respectively. Therefore, the set 
B = {h,Xhjl x E G; his1 = 0 or hjs, = 0) 
is finite. In particular, the Corollary shows that h,, h, chosen above satisfy hvsl = h,, 
h,s, = h,. 
From the reductions concerning the form of the matrices z, e, d, c it follows that 
s1 dz”‘cs, = el dzmce,, sldzmcsl = el and s,dzmcs, = e, for every m 2 1. Therefore, 
each of the matrices u = &‘lc&‘zc . . . &“c, I 2 1, ij 2 1, satisfies 
S1 US, E C + di, + .‘. + di,, where di = sldzmcs, and C is a finite set. Let d(n) be the 
growth function of the semigroup (c,d,z). Then d(n) 2 ICI-‘f(n), where f(n) = 
I(di, + ... + d,, 1 XI= 1 ij + 2r I n} I. From the Corollary (applied to the sequence {a,,,>) 
and Lemma 4 (applied to d,, m 2 1) it follows thatf(n) is not polynomially bounded. 
This contradicts the hypothesis on S and completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
We note that there exist finitely generated semigroups S 5. M,(Q), all of whose 
maximal cancellative subsemigroups embed into the infinite cyclic group, but 
GK(S) = co, cf. [lo]. The growth is subexponential in these examples for the same 
reason as in Lemma 4. It seems that, for establishing a polynomiality of growth 
criterion in the case of fields of characteristic zero, the asymptotic behaviour of 
matrices of the form az”‘b, m 2 1, will also be crucial. The latter in general can be 
treated via the theory of linear recurrences, cf. [4, Chapter 43. 
The proof of the theorem uses in fact a reduction to the action of the matrix z 
by conjugation on the semigroup ZZZ. The role of the eigenvalues of z, that act 
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nontrivially on the “unipotent part” of zZz, is somewhat similar to the reasoning of 
Appendix 2 by Tits to the paper [3] and that of [13]. However, the growth turns out 
to be exponential in those considerations. 
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